Abstract. This work deals with the modelling and the simulation of a moving rigid valve in a blood flow. We consider a fluid-structure coupling between an unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes system for the fluid, and an ODE for the structure with a rotation angle as only degree of freedom. The kinematic constraint on the fluid-structure interface is enforced via a Lagrange multiplier. A fictitious domain approach allows us to use a fixed grid for the fluid domain, and also to easily consider large valve displacements. We present numerical results and we discuss clinical indexes used to characterize aortic valve stenosis.
Introduction
The aortic valve is charged to let oxygenated blood flow from the heart left ventricle into the aorta (see Fig. 1 ). The aortic valve is composed of three leaflets, or flaps of connective tissue, that passively move apart or mate together in response to the pressure gradients imposed by the blood pumped by the heart.
Among the pathologies that may interest the aortic valve, aortic stenosis affects approximately 5 out of every 10,000 people in the Western countries (see for example [15] ). Stenosis is an abnormal narrowing of the valve, due to congenital malformation or calcification, which prevents the valve from opening properly. Once stenosis develops, high overpressure builds up in the left ventricle, which can seriously injure the heart. Figure 1 . Halfplane anatomical sketch of the aortic valve and the heart (from the American Heart Association).
In general, when dealing with the establishment of guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of a certain pathology, the relevant steps are:
(i) identify the physical causes of certain symptoms: in the case of the aortic stenosis, the narrowing of the valve leading to reduced blood flow and pressure buildup inside the heart that can produce chest pain, fainting, loss of consciousness, rapid or irregular heartbeats; (ii) identify appropriate synthetic indexes evaluable with diagnostic tools (in case of suspect aortic stenosis, Doppler and cathetherization are generally used) that provide a quantitative measure of the above physical phenomena and can drive the clinical diagnosis and the treatment of the patient; (iii) evaluate the validity of these indexes with respect to their adherence to the actual outcome of the pathology.
It seems out of reach for the moment to purely use numerical simulations to move from (i) to (ii) and statistical studies seem to be the tool the most adapted to point iii). Nevertheless, numerical simulations might play an important role in evaluating the foundation of a specific clinical index that is supposed to measure a relevant physical quantity (step (ii)). Indeed, in general very strong assumptions and several simplifications are done to derive practical indicators. Numerical simulations may thus help to assess the correspondence of a certain index with respect to the actual complex physical phenomenon. In the case of the aortic valve stenosis, it is generally accepted that a relevant synthetic index is the so-called Effective Orifice Area (eoa), which is the minimal cross-sectional area of the flow jet, attained downstream the valve. The eoa can be measured either by Doppler or by catheterization. It has been recently advocated in [10] that the energy loss through the valve could be a better indicator of the effect of the stenosis on the overall hemodynamic field. The authors propose an energy loss index that can be derived from non-invasive measurements. Validation of this index has been carried out in [10] by performing statistical studies that show how the energy loss index has a more significant correlation with the mortality and morbidity of several patients with respect to other indexes as for example the eoa.
Concentrating on the energy loss, numerical simulations can be used in the sense advocated above, that is to assess whether this indicator reflects the "true" energy loss computed by the mathematical model. In this preliminary work, we propose a numerical framework that allows for simulating a simplified aortic valve affected by different degrees of stenosis and we exhibit the influence of the stenosis on the energetic dissipation.
The following of this work is divided into four parts: we first introduce the mathematical model in Sect. 2; in Sect. 3 we propose a numerical method based on the fictitious domain/Lagrange multiplier approach [12] ; the problem of clinical assessment is presented in Sect. 4; we eventually present some numerical results in Sect. 5.
Mathematical modelling
The spatial configuration of the aortic valve and of its surroundings parts has a complex 3D geometry. Nevertheless, in this preliminary work, we restrict our study to a 2D domain Ω, sketched in Fig. 2 : the valve is represented by two flaps, and the problem is symmetric with respect to the central axis. We consider that each
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Valve Aorta leaflet of the valve is rigid which is of course not realistic for biological valves but which is actually the case for some prosthetic aortic valves. This choice makes the structure equation pretty simple. However, the proposed algorithm does not pose limits in terms of the structure model, that can be elastic as well. The contact problem, and therefore the complete closure or complete opening of the valve, will not be considered in this article.
Let Ω be the 2D bounded domain depicted in Fig. 3 and (e x , e y , e z ) the R 
Structure model
We denote by Σ(t) the 1D segment included in Ω which represents the structure domain at time t ∈ (0, T ), T > 0. The only degree of freedom of the valve is its rotation angle θ about a fixed axis whose trace on the plane is a point C. The equation governing the angle is therefore a single ordinary differential equation, that expresses the conservation of the angular momentum
J being the inertia momentum of the leaflet and M Σ the external momentum applied to the leaflet which comes uniquely from the hydrodynamics stress.
Fluid model
The fluid domain is defined by Ω F (t) = Ω \ Σ(t). We consider in Ω F (t) an homogeneous, viscous, and incompressible fluid governed by the unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
where u is the fluid velocity, p the pressure, ρ the fluid density, η the dynamic viscosity. The Cauchy stress is denoted by
where I is the identity tensor and D(u) is the strain rate (∇u + ∇u T )/2. We denote by n the outward normal on ∂Ω F (t). No-slip boundary conditions are imposed on the wall Γ 0 , symmetry boundary conditions on the central axis Γ c , and the value of the total stress is prescribed at the inlet Γ in and the outlet Γ out (Fig. 3) :
where p in is a given function. An alternative choice to represent the injection of fluid would be to impose a velocity profile over Γ in or a flux (see e.g. [8] or [7] ). The system is also completed with suitable initial conditions.
The valve Σ(t) defines a natural partition of Ω F (t) into two subdomains Ω − (t) and Ω + (t) (see Fig. 3 ). On Σ(t), we define n + (resp. n − ) as the outgoing normal on ∂Ω + (resp. ∂Ω − ), and:
where σ + (x) (resp. σ − (x)), for x ∈ Σ(t), is the limit of σ(x − εn + ) as ε goes to 0 + (resp. 0 − ).
Fluid-structure interaction
The fluid-structure coupling takes place on the fluid-structure interface. In the configuration at hand, the structure being immersed and having one dimension less than the fluid, the interface coincides with the structure domain Σ(t). The continuity of the velocities on the interface reads:
for x(t) ∈ Σ(t), t ∈ (0, T ) and C the center of the rotation (see Fig. 3 ); we have also defined the angular velocity:
The momentum on the structure is given by:
where f Σ is defined by (3).
Energy balance of the coupled system
For the structure part of the system, multiplying (1) by dθ dt e z , and using (5), we obtain:
For the fluid part, multiplying the first equation of (2) by u and integrating over Ω F (t) at a fixed time t, we have, using the free divergence of the velocity and the boundary conditions:
With the definition (3) of f Σ and the kinematic conditions (4), equations (6) and (7) yield:
The first two terms are respectively the kinetic energy of the fluid and of the structure. The only dissipative term comes from the fluid viscosity.
Numerical methods
In this section we address the numerical techniques we have considered for the discretization of the problem.
Time discretization and coupling strategy
In this study, the structure equation is very simple. As a consequence, it could have been implemented directly in the fluid solver. Nevertheless, we decided to keep the fluid and the structure codes independent. By doing so, more complex structures can be implemented without changing neither the fluid solver nor the coupling algorithm. Moreover, each sub-problem can be tackled with the most appropriate solver.
For the time discretization of the fluid problem, we adopt a semi-implicit Euler scheme for the fluid equation:
and a mid-point scheme for the structure
and we treat implicitly the coupling conditions:
with u n+1
where f n+1 Σ is defined as in (3) by
In order to solve the implicitly coupled fluid-structure problem, an efficient strategy must be devised. Here, a fixed point iterative procedure between problems (9)- (11) and (10)- (12) with Aitken acceleration [11, 18] has been used.
Space discretization
Due to the iterative strategy presented above, we can focus only on the space discretization of equations (9) with the Dirichlet boundary condition (11) , where Σ n+1 and u n+1 Σ are assumed to be given (these quantities come from the structure solver and are known from the previous fixed point iteration).
The valve movement offers to blood a varying geometrical domain. Thus, the fluid problem should be solved at each time in a different geometrical configuration. Since the displacements of the valve are very large (from close to open position, each valve leaflet sweeps approximately 90 degrees), frequent remeshing should be performed if an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian approach had been chosen. This solution has been successfully applied in complex simulations (see [17] for example), nevertheless, in order to avoid remeshing and the problems connected to it, we have adopted an "embedded surface"/Lagrangian multiplier technique. With this term we indicate an approach where the fluid domain is fixed in time and overlaps also the physical region occupied by the structure immersed in it, like in the fictitious domain approaches [13] . The presence of the moving structure is recovered by a Lagrangian multiplier that augments the problem enforcing the continuity of the fluid and structure velocity fields. We refer for example to [12] for a general discussion of a Lagrange mutiplier/fictitious domain approach in the case of particles moving in a fluid and to [1] and Baaijens' group successive works for a version of this methodology applied to aortic valve simulation (for example [5] ).
Weak formulation of the augmented fluid problem
Problem (9) is discretized in space with a finite element method and condition (11) is imposed via a Lagrange multiplier. We introduce the following functional spaces:
2 denotes the trace operator on Σ. We recall that Σ n+1 and u n+1 Σ n+1 are assumed to be given. A first variational formulation of the fluid problem is: find
In view of the discretization, it is much more convenient to work with space X. Thus, following [12] , we introduce the Lagrange multiplier spaces
corresponding to the two constraints which define the space V (u n+1 Σ n+1 ). We then consider the following variational formulation:
where ·, · denotes the duality pairing on (
Remark 3.1. Taking into account the subdivision of Ω between the left hand side and the right hand side, respectively Ω − and Ω + (see Fig. 3 ), we have:
Applying Green's formula in the integrals over Ω − and Ω + , and using the fact that (u n+1 , p n+1 ) solves problem (9), we obtain
. Thus, with notation (13),
In other words, the Lagrange multiplier λ n+1 corresponding to the constraint u n+1 = u n+1 Σ n+1 is nothing but the jump of the hydrodynamic stress through the valve.
Finite element approximation
The spaces X and M are approximated by the finite element spaces X h and M h . The simulations presented in this paper have been performed with P 1 /P 1 stabilized finite elements. We denote by N F the number of degrees of freedom for each component of the velocity in X h .
The 1D structure being rigid and fixed in one point, one degree of freedom is sufficient to define its position. Nevertheless, from the fluid point of view, it is convenient to define N Σ discretization points (
n+1 . The approximation of the Lagrange multipliers space L n+1 can be done in various ways. In this work, we make the following choice: . Note that this approach is meaningful only after discretization (see [12, 16] 
This quantity is well-defined as soon as X h ⊂ (C 0 (Ω)) 2 , which is the case with the present choice of finite element space.
Load computation
Although the only quantity required to solve the structure problem is the total momentum (12), it is convenient to adopt a more general viewpoint, proceeding as if the structure were elastic. In particular, this will allow in the future to use the same framework with more complicated structure models. We thus consider a 1D finite element mesh on Σ n+1 . For the sake of simplicity the nodes of this mesh are assumed to match the points (x i ) i=1..NΣ . We then introduce a finite element basis (φ 
where
denotes the component k of the stress f n+1 Σ defined in (13) .
We now propose a method based on an energetic argument, adapted from [6] to our specific formulation, to easily obtain F from the solution of (15)- (17) .
The power exchanged at the interface "as seen by the structure" is
where (·, ·) is the euclidian scalar product on R NΣ .
For k = 1, 2, we denote by u 
where (·, ·) is the euclidian scalar product in R NΣ and K ∈ R NΣ×NF is the interpolation matrix of the structure nodes (x i ) i=1..NΣ on the fluid mesh. In view of (19), and in view of the fact that the nodes on the structure mesh coincide with the points x i , the algebraic counterpart of relation (17) reads
From (21) and (22), we deduce that the energy exchange between the fluid and the structure is well-balanced (no spurious energy is introduced) as soon as
Since (24) must be valid for all u Σ , relations (23) and (24) give the relation
We now consider the specific case of a rigid structure. Using the fact that (20) and (25), we find that the total load on Σ is given by NΣ i=1 Λ i . Moreover, if we assume to have for each x ∈ Σ n+1 the isoparametric representation (which holds for the P 1 finite elements used in this work)
the total momentum is given by:
Energetic considerations
In view of the discussion of the energy loss index of the next section as a diagnostic tool, we now draw up an energetic balance of our discrete fluid-valve interaction model. We follow the same procedure as in subsection 2.4 for the continuous model; we thus obtain:
with
and where P n+1 num,h denotes the numerical diffusion induced by the discretization. In Sect. 5, the quantities P n+1 visc,h and P n+1 valve,h will be monitored in different stenotic configurations.
Clinical assessment of stenosis
In order to guide clinicians in their diagnosis of the aortic valve stenosis, standard parameters are at their disposal (see [2] for a general survey of this topic). These clinical indexes are based on velocity and pressure measurements and are realized by catheterization or, more often, by Doppler echocardiography which presents the advantage to be a non-invasive procedure. These clinical indexes have been established from simplified fluid mechanics equations.
On the one hand, mean pressure difference (T P G = p V − p V C ) is assessed between the left ventricle (V) and the vena contracta (VC), where the cross-sectional area of the flow jet is minimal (see Fig. 4 ). Using catheterization, this measure is direct. Using Doppler, this value is obtained from the measure of the upstream velocity V V and the transvalvular flow velocity V V C . Indeed, applied on a streamline between the left ventricle and the vena contracta, neglecting the gravity potential, knowing that there is no energy losses between the two sections and using a temporal mean, the Bernoulli equation yields
Clinicians generally make the assumption that the ventricular velocity V V can be neglected. Moreover, they typically used mmHg as pressure unit and a value ρ ≈ 1000kg/m 3 in blood, this equation is reduced to:
A mean pressure difference that exceeds 20mmHg is considered significant and when T P G > 50mmHg, the stenosis is classified severe. On the other hand, clinicians can estimate the so-called aortic valve Effective Orifice Area (eoa), which is the minimal cross-sectional area of the flow jet, attained downstream the valve at the vena contracta. Using Doppler, this value is obtained from the application of the continuity equation between the left ventricle and the vena contracta. Assuming that the values of the areas are not modified during systolic ejection, that the section of the ventricle is circular with a diameter A V and that velocity profiles are flat, eoa is expressed in cm 2 as:
Using catheterization, eoa is evaluated from the Gorlin equation (see [14] ) and is expressed in cm 2 :
where Q is the flow rate expressed in mL/s and T P G unit is mmHg. The value 44.3 is an empirical factor that derived from the original equation proposed by Gorlin (see [14] ). The grade of the aortic stenosis severity depends on the value of eoa: mild (eoa > 1.5 cm 2 ), moderate (1 < eoa ≤ 1.5 cm 2 ) and severe (eoa ≤ 1 cm 2 ). Although all these measures should lead to the same value, it has been recognized (see for example [9] ) that Doppler-and catheter-derived valve eoas are often discrepant, resulting in potentially divergent estimations of aortic valve severity. These discrepancies are largely due to the pressure recovery phenomenon that occurs downstream the valve due to the conversion of a certain amount of kinetic energy (dynamic pressure) to static pressure (see [3] and [4] ). Indeed, whilst Doppler measures the velocity in the VC section, it is generally very difficult to obtain the correct T P G by catheter because of the difficulty in adjusting and maintaining the position of the pressure sensor. Then instead, a measurement of the net pressure gradient T P G net is often obtained (see Fig. 4 
bottom).
The eoa measurement is currently used to assess the degree of stenosis severity and is recommended by the American Heart Association (AHA) and the American College of Cardiology (ACC). Nevertheless, from a mechanical point of view, the presence of a stenosis can be considered as a resistance to blood flow. As a consequence, a part of the energy supplied by the ventricle work is dissipated. Assuming that this loss is more relevant than the eoa, a new diagnostic parameter has been recently proposed in [10] . From the Bernoulli equation applied on a streamline between the left ventricle and the aorta, considering that energy losses exist only between the vena contracta and the aorta and using the continuity equation and the momentum equation between the sections including the vena contracta and the aorta, the energy loss E L can be expressed as:
where A A is the aorta section (assumed to be constant like eoa).
As Q = V V C .eoa and to express E L in mmHg, following simplifications can be made to be easily used:
The units are mL/s for Q and cm 2 for eoa and A A . From (26), the new proposed index is then:
Its main advantage is to be easily obtained by Doppler and seems to be a better predictor of outcomes than the classical eoa since it describes a more physical quantity directly linked to damage caused by the stenosis on the heart work.
Numerical results
In this section we present different simulations carried out to validate the numerical procedure and to investigate the energy dissipation.
In each test case, the pressure on Γ in is defined by the periodic function:
The values for T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 are respectively 0.3, 0.4, 0.7, 0.8, and p 0 = 500. This pressure function is represented on Fig. 5 , top left. Over Γ out , the pressure is constant and equal to zero. The other physical parameters are: J = 0.51, ρ = 1, η = 0.03. The length of the valve is 0.8 whereas the width of the tube is 1 (as a consequence, the valve cannot close the pipe).
Test 1
In this test case we consider a straight tube and we monitor the power dissipated by viscous effects. At t = 0, the angle θ is 90 degrees (see Fig. 3 for the orientation) and the fluid is at rest. The maximum value of θ is forced to be less than 90 degrees. The minimum value is forced to be greater than 10, 20 or 45 degrees, depending on the test case. These three different "blocking angles" are supposed to model three levels of stenosis: the larger the blocking angle is, the stronger is the stenosis. In this preliminary work, the valve blocking is enforced via a simple test on the value of the angle. The results are represented on Fig. 5 (bottom right) . This result confirms the fact that a strongest stenosis induces a largest energy loss through the valve.
On Fig. 6 we represent the static (p) and the dynamic (p + ρu 2 /2) pressures at the end of an opening period for the strongly stenotic case (blocking angle of 45 o ). This result is in good agreement with the qualitative behaviour described in [10] and reproduced in Fig. 4 . ). Bottom right: viscous dissipation (P visc,h ). As expected, the strongest stenosis gives the maximum energy loss. 
Test 2
The geometry considered in this test case is supposed to roughly mimic the presence of an aortic sinus, a physiological cavity in the aorta root. The purpose of this simulation is purely illustrative. Figures 7 and 8 show an example of velocity and pressure fields in the case of the strongest stenosis (blocking angle of 45 degrees) for two different times. 
Conclusions and perspective
In this work, we have proposed a numerical framework for the simulation of the complex behaviour of the aortic valve. This work does not address all the complexity of the behaviour of the valve, for example valve complete closure is not allowed and the structure model is rather simple, but it paves the way for more sophisticated models. In particular it aims to become a tool for evaluating the physical correctness of the synthetic indexes used in the medical practice. Among the important aspects to be dealt with in the future, we cite the coupling with the arterial wall movement, that is known to affect the valve behaviour.
